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President’s Reflections
Andrew Grant
VetAqua(Scotland), Muir of Ord, Inverness-shire IV6 7QZ
Another busy year for the Society both in our scientific and representational
endeavours. The Autumn 2008 meeting was held in the New Forest and
proved a very successful venue especially for members in England. Spring
2009 saw us back at the Royal Dick which has become our Scottish home
for a Biosecurity ‘special’. As usual both meetings were well attended and
presentations of the usual high standard. I would like to acknowledge the
hard work that goes into the organisation of meetings and thank our generous sponsors.
The Journal continues to be the most tangible `ambassador` for FVS and its
production demands a great deal of time and effort involved on the Editor`s
part but it is widely distributed and read.
I have always been conscious that for most members there appear to be long
periods of silence between scientific meetings and better communication and
greater involvement are key objectives for the Committee. To that end the
new website should be launched in July 2009 providing members with many
ways to communicate. A great deal of thought (and your money) has gone
into the design of the site so please make full use of it. Committee intends to
modernise the administration of the Society in the coming year and ensure
full transparency for members.
FVS members have represented the Society in many ways including:
Aquaculture Health Joint Working Group
Marine Bill
Section 30
BVA Council
EU Directive 2006/88 and the Aquatic Animal Health Regulations
Strategic Framework for Scottish Aquaculture re-launch
Aquaculture and Fisheries Act
BVA consultation on para-professionals
EFSA welfare standards
FVS members sit on the VPC and VRC
And many more; if I have missed any, apologies.
vi

For the future FVS will continue to lobby vigorously for fish health and
welfare and ensure that the profession`s voice is heard. I hope all members
will feel able to continue to support the Society in its activities and that the
new website will facilitate the creation of a community of aquatic health
professionals.
Finally thanks to the hard working Committee and members who have
helped to make it work so well.
Andrew Grant
June 2009
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Editor’s Comments
David Sutherland
Westside Veterinary Surgery, Bixter, Shetland ZE2 9NA
I have been involved in fish farming for nearly 20 years now, (which is quite
a thought) and it continues to change, perhaps not always for the better. In
the past year, cod farming has ceased in Shetland, and two big players are
pulling out in Norway. The Infectious Salmon Anaemia (ISA) situation
continues to change, with an outbreak on my doorstep in Shetland. A distant
cousin of ISA – swine flu – has recently mutated and spread to humans, and
at the time of writing, the number of cases rises daily. And if domestic animal
diseases can change after 10,000 years, it is probably no wonder that the disease situation in farmed fish is evolving after only 30 years or so. But this is
what makes life as a fish vet interesting, and why we need to hold scientific
meetings to keep track of things. And why we need to publish our journal to
keep track of the meetings (among other things).
In this issue, we keep track of the welfare meeting in Edinburgh last year.
Welfare is, of course, an important topic to us as fish vets, and there seems to
be more evidence that fish can feel pain recently, so this is an ongoing topic
for us. One is on welfare of course fisheries, and the other is on the financial
benefits of welfare. I suppose we take it for granted that better welfare results
in better fish, and therefore more money for the farmers, but it is perhaps not
so easy to prove this.
Later last year, Fish Veterinary Society held its second scientific meeting in
the New Forest. This was on a general theme, with papers on Franciella, Red
Mark Syndrome and Rainbow Trout Gastroenteritis appearing alongside the
“old favourites” Koi Herpesvirus and Pancreas Disease. Marian McLoughlin
has a mini review on Pancreas Disease in this issue based on her talk.
Our spring meeting this year was held at the “Dick Vet” Field station at Easter
Bush near Edinburgh. It was timed to coincide with Scottish Aquaculture
Research Forum (SARF)’s conference on Sustainable Aquaculture at the
Heriot-Watt campus outside Edinburgh. A few of our members attended this
conference, and there were some good papers. The theme of the FVS meeting was biosecurity. ISA played a big part in this meeting. It was interesting
to hear about the ISA situation in Chile, as well as in Norway and Faroe
Islands. We also heard about how the poultry industry dealt with their bioseviii

curity. There is to be a big biosecurity conference in Norway in August, so
this seems to be a popular topic at the moment. The next issue of the journal
is on the theme of biosecurity, and will be based on these talks.
As for the present issue, thanks to all the people who have taken the time to
submit papers and other pieces for this issue, and thanks also to the referees
for reviewing these papers. A thank you to also goes out to sponsors and
advertisers, who help to make the journal viable. And a thank you to Mike
Williams of Akalat, who always does an excellent job of putting the journal
together.							
This year we have our new website, which should be bigger and better than
before. The plan is to get past issues of the journal available as PDFs on the
website, so we are doing our best to keep up with the modern world. Maybe
the day will come when we do not publish a paper copy of the journal. We
can only wait and see.
David Sutherland
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to quantify Mycobacterium marinum in water
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Abstract
Mycobacterium marinum, a causative agent of mycobacteriosis is an
economically important and damaging fish pathogen with an established
zoonotic potential. Molecular based methods have been developed to detect
M. marinum based on a conventional polymerase chain reaction but are
not capable of accurately quantifying the pathogen. This study focussed on
developing real-time PCR technology for the detection and quantification
of M. marinum, and then using the method on water samples. The real-time
PCR assay gave accurate quantitative results over many replicates for a
dilution series of standards, forming the basis of a robust and reliable test.
Extraction of DNA, prior to the PCR, was however identified as a source
of inaccuracy and an area that required further optimisation before the full
assay procedure can be considered robust.
Introduction
Mycobacterium marinum is an economically important and damaging
fish pathogen of cultured and ornamental fish. It is the most commonly
isolated species of aquatic mycobacteria, found mostly in the tropical
freshwater and tropical marine environment (Van Duijn 1981). It is a
member of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis clade – other species of
this group isolated as disease agents in fish being M. shottsii, M. pseudoshottsii, M. ‘chesapeaki’ and M. ulcerans (Heckert et al. 2001; Eddyani
et al. 2004; Rhodes et al. 2005). Infected fish generally develop chronic
progressive granulomatous disease with clinical signs dependent on the
site of granuloma formation.
There are reports of significant economic losses in farmed fish as a result
of mycobacterial infection (Smith 1996) with the culture of sea bass
(Dicentrarchus labrax), striped bass (Morone saxatilis) and snakehead
1
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(Channa striata) being prominent examples. The main routes of fish infection are likely to be oral, from the water or feed (Nigrelli and Vogel, 1963).
Mycobacterium marinum, along with other aquatic mycobacteria, has
an established zoonotic potential. Human infection is generally cutaneous involving ulcers, nodules or nodular lymphangitis. Disseminated and
systemic infections have been reported in immunocompromised patients
(Hanau et al,1994), but the usual clinical picture is of cutaneous nodules
often following abrasions or puncture wounds exposed to fresh or salt water.
Given this zoonotic potential, there is a need for the development of a sensitive test that can give data on the presence and quantity of mycobacteria in
the water.
Traditional methods to diagnose infection in fish have been direct microscopy
of infected tissues and conventional bacteriology. Attempts to culture mycobacteria often fail- attributed to the slow growth of the organism (Colorni,
1992) and subsequent overgrowth by other environmental bacteria.
Antibody-based tests (Adams et al. 1995) proved to have use in the diagnosis
of mycobacteriosis from fish tissue but were not sensitive enough to detect
mycobacteria from water samples.
Puttinaowarat (1999) and Puttinaowarat et al. (2002) used a PCR reaction
followed by reverse cross blot hybridisation to identify mycobacteria down
to species level from both fish and environmental samples. This assay has
limitations – it is labour-intensive and not quantitative. Various other methods have been developed for the detection of mycobacteria (including M.
marinum), and although some are commercially available, none are quantitative. This paper describes the development and application of real time PCR,
a method that offers high throughput and quantification.
Materials and Methods
Reference strain bacterial samples
Reference strains of M. marinum (National Collection of Industrial and
Marine Bacteria 1297), M. fortuitum (NCIMB 1294) and M. chelonae
(NCIMB 1474) were cultured on modified Sauton’s agar. Bacterial samples
were also obtained for 30 non-Mycobacterium species for use in primer
specificity testing.
Extraction of DNA from mycobacteria and non-mycobacteria bacteria was
achieved using the method described by Kox et al. (1995).
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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Clinical water samples
Triplicate samples were obtained for DNA extraction from the seven major
water systems in a public aquarium and from the tap water source (source
water for the fresh-water displays) as described by Lloyd (2003) on two
separate occasions. DNA was extracted via the Boom method (Boom et al.
1990).
Primers
Two oligonucleotide primer sets were used during the PCR reactions (Table
1). These were based on the 16S rRNA gene, a well-characterised gene
sequence for mycobacteria. The pMyc14F and pMyc7R primer set (Kox
et al. 1995) was specific for a gene sequence present in all Mycobacterium
species i.e. genus-specific. The Mar F and Mar R primer set are M. marinum
species-specific.
Conventional PCR
Each 20µl reaction comprised 1 x PCR buffer (75mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8,
20mM (NH4)2 SO4; Abgene, Surrey, UK.), 1.5mM MgCl2, 0.2mM each
deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dATP, dUTP, dGTP, dCTP; Bioline, London,
UK), 0.3µM each primer, 1 U Taq polymerase (Thermoprime plus, Abgene),
0.2 U of uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG, HT Biotechnologies, Cambridge,
U.K) and 1µl of DNA sample. A pre-incubation step with 0.2 U UDG was
routinely carried out prior to amplification to control against potential carryover PCR contamination.
PCR was performed using a ‘T Gradient’ thermocycler (Biometra, Goettingen)
using the following thermal profile: 40ºC for 10 min (carryover prevention);
95ºC for 10 min (intial denaturation; 35 cycles of PCR amplification, 50 sec
at 95ºC (denaturation), 50 sec at 65ºC (annealing), 50 sec at 72ºC (extension).
PCR products were then examined by agarose gel (1%) electrophoresis.
Table 1. Nucleotide sequences and product size (base pairs, BP) of the genusspecific and M. marinum specific primers used for amplification of 16S rRNA
sequences.

Species

Primer
name
Mycobacterium pMyc14 F
Genus
pMyc7 R
Mycobacterium Mar F
Mar R
marinum

3

Primer sequence
GRGRTACTCGAGTGGCGAAC
GGCCGGCTACCCGTCGTC
TAGGACCACGGGATTCATGTCC
GTAGGAGTCTGGGCCGTATCTCAG

Product
size (BP)
208
167
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Real-time PCR.
SYBR Green I chemistry was used for the detection / quantification of the 16S
rDNA amplicon by real‑time PCR. A commercial kit (Quantitect SYBR Green
PCR kit; Qiagen) formed the basis of the assay. The supplied 2 x mastermix
contained HotStar Taq DNA polymerase, PCR buffer, dNTPs including dUTP,
SYBR Green I, ROX- passive reference dye (all at proprietary and undisclosed
concentrations) together with 5mM MgCl2. Each reaction mixture (final volume of 20µl) included 1 x QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, 0.5µM
each primer, 0.2U uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) and 5µl template DNA.
Real-time PCR cycling conditions were: an initial incubation for 2 min
at 50ºC to remove uracil residues; 15 min at 95ºC to activate the hotstart
Taq polymerase; 45 cycles of 15 sec at 95ºC (denaturation), 20 sec at 65ºC
(annealing), 20 sec at 72ºC (extension). Fluorescence data were collected
during the extension phase of each cycle. The real-time PCR process was
performed using the Rotor-Gene 3000 (Corbett Research, Australia). Melt
curve analyses were performed post cycling in order to verify specificity and
identity of PCR product.
Production of copy number standard template
Copy number DNA standards were constructed by cloning the target DNA
amplicon (167 bp) into a standard vector (pT-Adv plasmid vector) using a T/A
cloning strategy (AdvanTage PCR cloning kit, Clontech Inc.). The standard
series can be directly related to the quantification of M. marinum cells since
a single recombinant plasmid and single M. marinum target cell each contain
only one DNA target sequence for the Mar primers (Helguera-Repetto et al.
2004). Prior to use construct DNA was linerarized by digestion with excess
BamH I restriction enzyme, confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis, and
quantified spectrophotometrically. Serial dilutions based on single copy
equivalent of the standard (range 101–107 copies) were prepared.
Sensitivity of the Assay
A sample of cultured M. marinum was washed twice with 5ml sterile phosphate-buffered saline (20mM, pH 7.2) by resuspending, centrifuging (1200 x
g for 10mins) then removing the supernatant. The bacteria were resuspended
in 3ml of 1% (v/v) Tween and 12 glass beads (2.5–3.5mm, Sigma) then vortexed for 20 sec to provide a clump-free suspension of mycobacteria. The
absorbance of the suspension was adjusted to an OD reading of 1 at 610nmequivalent to a value of 4x107 bacteria ml-1 (Adams et al. 1996), and used to
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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produce serial dilutions ranging in factors of 10 from 1x107 to 101 bacteria/
ml. DNA was extracted from 100µl of each of these suspensions using the
method of Boom et al. (1990), then used as template in the real-time PCR
reaction.
Results
Conventional PCR
Use of genus and M. marinum specific primers
Duplicate samples of M. marinum, M. fortuitum and M. chelonae were used
as template in PCR reactions with the genus specific and M. marinum specific primers. The genus specific primers produced a positive band at 208bp
on agarose gels for all three Mycobacterium spp. The M .marinum primers
proved species-specific and only gave a positive result for M. marinum with
a band at 167bp (Fig 1). Further specificity testing was undertaken with
BP
208 BP
1353
872

167 BP

603
281/
271
194

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Lane
FIG 1: Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR products of Mycobacterium strains
using genus specific and M.marinum specific primers. Lanes: 1, Molecular
weight markers (IX, Roche); 2 & 3, M. marinum (NCIMB 1297); 4 & 5, M. fortuitum (NCIMB 1294); 6 & 7, M.chelonae (NCIMB 1474); 8 & 9, trismethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (TE) buffer. Lanes 2-9 used genus-specific primers.
Lanes: 11 & 12, M.marinum (NCIMB 1297); 13 & 14, M.fortuitum (NCIMB
1294); 15 & 16, M.chelonae (NCIMB 1297); 17 & 18, TE buffer. Lanes 11-18
used M.marinum specific primers.

5
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thirty non-Mycobacterium species of aquatic bacteria used as the template
in PCR reactions using the Mar primer pair. No amplification products were
observed in these test samples.
Clinical water samples
Samples obtained from each water system were used as a template in conventional PCR prior to their use in real-time PCR. The results are summarised in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Results of conventional PCR analysis of all aquarium water samples using
Mycobacterium genus specific primers and M.marinum specific primers. One
replicate (for both primer sets) from the 1st visit, and one replicate using Mar
primers for the 2nd visit was disregarded due to lack of product in positive
control lane.

Water (a)
system
Main display tank
Touch pools
Tropical reservoir
Clownfish tank
Amazon display
Piranha tank
Lake Malawi display
Tap water

Mar Primers
Positive in 1 sample
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive in 1 sample
Negative

First visit
Genus Primers
Positive in 2 samples
Positive in 1 sample
Negative
Positive in 3 samples
Positive in 3 samples
Negative
Positive in 1 sample
Negative

(a) Three water samples of 100ml were obtained from each water system listed, on two separate
visits.

Real-time PCR
Real-time PCR quantification of assay standards
Duplicate samples of no template controls and of a dilution series of copy
number standards were assayed to assess reliability and accuracy of real time
PCR quantification. Results are shown in Fig 2.
The threshold (set automatically) represents the first detectable signs of
increase in fluorescence due to PCR. The point at which the threshold is
crossed gives a threshold cycle (CT) value for each replicate. The CT value
was plotted against the standards theoretical concentration (i.e. 102, 103 etc)
to produce a standard curve (Fig 3). From the line of best fit, it was possible
to calculate the copy number per reaction tube and to compare this value
with the theoretical value of the standard (i.e. 102, 103 etc). These results are
summarised in Table 3. The results show a linear relationship in the standard
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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FIG 2: Log of fluorescence produced against cycle number for a series of
standards in real time PCR.
= no template control;

= 10 copies;

= 102 copies;

= 103 copies;

= 104 copies;

= 105 copies;

= 106 copies;

= 107 copies.

curve over the entire dilution range. When analysing clinical samples, a copy
number of 10 or greater was considered a positive result.
Melt curve analysis of this run showed a single peak of product melting at
approximately 87ºC, demonstrating that the amplification is of the expected
target sequence. The above set of results show some very late amplification of
product in one of the no template control tubes (see Fig 2.), which melt curve
analysis shows to be consistent with target sequence (melting point is the
same). However, quantification puts no copy number value on this product as
the CT is so high (Table 3) and so this is not considered a positive result.

FIG 3: The cycle threshold (CT) against concentration of M. marinum standards in a
real-time PCR reaction, producing a standard curve as a line of best fit.

Assay sensitivity determination
The DNA samples extracted from serially diluted suspensions of M. marinum
were assayed by real-time PCR. Negative results were obtained for the samples containing 101–104 bacterial cells per ml. Samples with 105–107 bacterial
cells per ml gave positive results. This data is summarised in Table 4.
7
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TABLE 3: Results of quantification of M. marinum standards used in a real-time PCR
reaction showing cycling threshold (CT) and the standard deviation (CT Std.
Dev.)

Colour Type

Given Conc.
Calculated Conc.
(copies/reaction) (copies/reaction)

NTC 1
NTC

1 NTC

Ct

Ct Std.
Dev.

33.65

1

Standard

10

11

26.25

0.19

Standard

10

14

25.87

0.19

Standard

100

62

23.62

0.21

Standard

100

82

23.19

0.21

Standard

1,000

511

20.45

0.78

Standard

1,000

1,448

18.89

0.78

Standard

10,000

7,533

16.42

1.10

Standard

10,000

32,510

14.23

1.10

Standard

100,000

82,239

12.84

0.66

Standard

100,000

199,868

11.51

0.66

Standard

1,000,000

1,111,674

8.94

0.01

Standard

1,000,000

1,126,619

8.92

0.01

Standard

10,000,000

5,163,201

6.64

0.24

Standard

10,000,000

7,066,545

6.17

0.24

– no template control

TABLE 4: Sensitivity of the Real time PCR assay using M. marinum specific 16S RNA
primers.

SOLUTION (a) EXPECTED CONC.
(Bacteria/ml)
105
106
107

100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000

CALCULATED CONC.
(Bacteria/ reaction)
49.3
64.7
421

(Bacteria/ml)
7,888
10,352
67,360

(a) All solutions of concentration below 105 gave negative results.

Real time PCR quantification of aquarium water samples
Samples of controls and copy number standards were prepared for each PCR
run along with three replicates of each sample taken from the aquarium.
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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Quantitative results for the positive tanks and the corresponding calculation
of bacteria ml-1 of original water (as DNA sample was 5µl taken from 80µl
extracted from 100ml of tank water) are summarised in Table 5. The calculation of number of bacteria ml-1 of tank water assumes 100% efficiency of
extraction of DNA from the original water sample, an assumption which will
be addressed in the discussion.
TABLE 5: Summary of quantitation of positive results for M. marinum from aquarium
water systems.

SYSTEM
Clownfish
tank
Main display
tank
Lake Malawi
tank
Touch pools
Tropical
reservoir

Bacteria/ reaction (a)
Bacteria/ ML tank water
sample 1 sample 2 sample 3 sample 1 sample 2 Sample 3
63
25.3
321
10.1
4.0
51.3
negative

986.7

80.3

0

157.9

12.8

negative

227.3

negative

0

36.4

0

negative
negative

16.7
16

11.3
negative

0
0

2.7
2.6

1.8
0

(a) The number quoted is an average of three replicates run for each sample

Positive results for all of the water systems were obtained from samples from
the second visit. However, data from the melt curve analysis (Fig 4) revealed
the positive results from the piranha tank and aquarium tap water were not

Fig 4: Melt curve analysis of negative results of sample two, visit two showing
prominence of non target amplicon. 106 standard is shown as a reference.
= 106 copies standard;
= Amazon tank;

= Piranha tank;
= Aquarium tap water.
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due to target sequence and that the results from the Amazon display were
suspicious in terms of non-specific amplification and so were discounted.
Discussion
Primer specificity
As the primers were designed from a well-characterised Mycobacterium
gene sequence, cross reactivity with non-Mycobacterium species was not
expected. This proved to be the case with the Mar primer pair which were
shown to be robustly species-specific.
Assay Sensitivity
In sensitivity testing of conventional PCR/gel electrophoresis using
Mycobacterium genus primers, Puttinaowarat (1999) found a sensitivity of
200 mycobacterial cells. Knibb et al. (1993) identified M. marinum by PCR
(amplifying 16S rDNA) and restriction enzyme analysis and this study found
the results of sensitivity testing to be 20 mycobacterial cells in agarose gel
electrophoresis. Puttinaowarat (1999) and Puttinaowarat et al. (2002) used
a PCR reaction followed by a reverse cross blot hybridisation to identify
Mycobacterium down to species level with a sensitivity detection limit of
100fg of DNA which is equivalent to 20 mycobacteria.
Theoretically, real-time PCR could reliably quantify down to 1 mycobacterial cell per sample. However, previous work carried out at the Institute of
Aquaculture, Stirling using this assay indicated a threshold of 10 copies of
target sequence for reliable detection. Lower numbers (1 and 5 copy templates) proved inconsistent (Cairney, unpublished data).
The results for solutions containing known amounts of bacterial cells
showed very poor recovery of DNA. The method failed to detect target DNA
in samples with less than 105 bacteria ml-1. For water samples containing ≥
105 bacteria ml-1, the efficiency of recovery of DNA ranged from approx
8% (105) down to approx 0.7% (107). This highlights the need to focus on
DNA extraction as being a major source of inaccuracy within the assay. A
50% efficiency of recovery of genomic nucleic acid has been reported in the
literature for the extraction method used (Boom et al. 1990). The consistency
of extraction is paramount in producing accurate quantifiable data.
In light of variation between different samples from the same water system
and the unsatisfactory extraction efficiencies from the spiked samples, it is
11
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unwise to put value on the figures put on the level of M. marinum in the various water systems. It is likely that these figures are significantly lower than
the actual level and that false-negative results were present. The results are
valuable qualitatively and show the confirmed presence of M. marinum.
Assessment of Clinical Samples
Positive results were obtained in conventional PCR for five water systems using the genus specific primers and for two water systems using the
Mar primers, confirming that conventional PCR can be used to identify
Mycobacterium spp. from aquarium water. There are other reports in the
literature of PCR being used to identify mycobacteria (Puttinaowarat, 1999)
and other aquatic pathogenic bacteria (O’Brien et al. 1994) from water samples. The two samples classed positive for M. marinum in conventional PCR
corresponded to two of the highest positive results gained from the real-time
PCR analysis of the samples. Detection of mycobacteria in aquaria water was
not unexpected as there are reports of it being isolated from display aquaria
water (Fujimura et al. 1989; Dailloux et al. 1991) although the majority of
reports focus on the isolation of M. marinum from ornamental fish tissue
(Aronson, 1926; Lansdell et al. 1993; Puttinaorawat 1999) possibly reflecting the greater interest in the actual pathology of the disease.
The finding of both negative and positive results from separate samples taken
from the same tank at the same time was noted. It is possible this was a true
reflection of the distribution of mycobacteria throughout the tank i.e. bacteria occurring in ‘patches’. The method of sub-sampling from as large a volume as possible was an attempt to account for this possibility but could still
have been insufficient. Puttinaowarat (1999) extracted from a total of 50ml
of water (environmental sample) without sub-sampling from a larger volume
in a study using conventional PCR methods. Variation in DNA extraction
efficiency from the water samples is the other major cause for disparity
between samples. Inconsistencies in extraction efficiency have far reaching
consequences for the validity of the final quantification of samples.
Mycobacteria have thick cell walls and contain large amounts of lipid, making them resistant to DNA extraction. The ‘Boom’ method of extraction was
chosen as Puttinaorawat (1999) successfully used it for extraction of DNA
from water samples from the field, in a study of environmental mycobacteria. Kox et al. (1994) also used the extraction method to purify DNA from
human clinical samples used in PCR based studies of mycobacteria. It has
been reputed to produce high quality DNA with a higher level of sensitivity
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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and reliability than other conventional extraction methods involving detergent mediated lysis, proteinase treatment, extraction with organic solvents,
and ethanol precipitation (Choi et al. 1994). It has also been shown to remove
inhibiting substances from clinical samples (Kox et al. 1994). Interestingly,
Amita et al. (2002) performed a study qualitatively and quantitatively comparing the DNA extraction of M. tuberculosis from human sputum samples
using seven different protocols and concluded that strong physical treatment,
lysis with a detergent or enzyme, treatment with proteinase K, a purification
step and precipitation in ethanol or isopropanol were essential steps to produce a high yield of good quality DNA.
Further optimisation of the assay may be indicated by the observation that
melt curve analysis of some of the real-time PCR runs showed the production of non-target sequences, most likely primer dimer. When this occurred
with the absence of target sequence then the fluorescence was discounted.
However, when primer dimer occurs along with target product then fluorescence data produced can be falsely high. This situation can be countered
by the optimisation of several parameters. Firstly, once melt curve analysis
has determined the melting temperature of the non-specific products then
the machine can start acquiring fluorescence data at a higher temperature,
only collecting the fluorescence data from the target amplicon. Secondly,
primer concentration can influence both the specificity of the reaction and
the cycling threshold. Higher primer concentrations can lead to lowered
cycling threshold values and can also increase the production of non-specific
products such as primer dimer (QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Handbook,
2002). The final primer concentration of 0.5µM used in this study is usually
optimal, however the presence of non-specific product may justify primer
titration assays. Thirdly, MgCl2 concentration rarely needs to be adjusted
(QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Handbook, 2002) but certain reactions may
be improved by using concentrations of up to 5mM.
In conclusion, the real-time PCR assay was capable of identifying
M. marinum from water samples from public aquaria. Whilst further work
is needed for optimisation, the detection of M. marinum has been shown to
be a robust part of the assay. The results of reference standards were highly
reproducible and reliable and always with a high statistical correlation to the
standard curve (the basis for reliable quantification of unknown samples).
Melt curve analysis was able to give information regarding the nature of PCR
product and no significant problems with contamination were experienced.
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Real-time PCR was shown to be more sensitive than conventional PCR in
detecting M. marinum from water samples. It is less time consuming than
conventional PCR and allows the processing of high sample numbers. The
potential of this method for detecting the presence of low levels of mycobacteria in water systems used by humans is promising, benefiting both human
and aquatic animal health.
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Abstract
Angling has long been a traditional sport in the UK, however the last fifty
years has seen a change from favouring rivers and canals to lakes where
either specimen fish or maximum catches are the attraction. The welfare of
fish in many of these fisheries is questionable with respect to an animal’s
needs, often referred to as the ‘five freedoms’ as described under the Section,
Promotion of Welfare within the Animal Welfare Act, 2006. Although under
Item 59 of the Act catching fish is excluded, the management of coarse fisheries and fish stock is reviewed here in terms of the Animal Welfare Act 2006.
The Animal Welfare Act 2006 has been introduced to update existing legislation and to encompass all vertebrate animals, therefore fish are included
within such regulations for the first time. Although under Item 59 of the Act,
the pursuit of angling which pertains to actually catching and landing fish, is
excluded, however this does not preclude the responsibilities of operating a
fishery and the welfare of the fish contained therein. There is a tradition of
freshwater fishing in the British Isles, which can be traced back to the 15th
Century. Angling clubs or associations were formed in the late 1800’s primarily to protect fishing rights along stretches of river or canal from unlimited poaching and to promote recruitment of fish for stocking such waters
(Bradfield 1883). Recreational fishing for game fish, species of salmon and
trout, or coarse fish, which includes species such as carp, bream, roach, rudd,
chub, barbel, tench and pike, was traditionally confined to rivers and canals
for many years. The capture of a record 20kg carp (Cyprinus carpio) from
Redmire Pool, Herefordshire by Richard Walker in 1953, sparked an interest
in carp fishing (Taverner 1957) fisherman being attracted by the potential
record sizes and the wiley nature of this species of fish. Gradually the interest in recreational fishing transferred from rivers and canals to lakes, spurred
by the rising popularity of carp fishing, which has led to increasing numbers
of fisheries being opened to meet the demand. The popularity of lake fishFish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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ing has resulted in the formation of commercial fisheries in addition to the
traditional angling clubs or societies. Commercial fisheries are those which
operate as a business venture, deriving income from selling day tickets or
from syndicate or match lakes with fulltime staff and fishery managers. The
syndicate lakes are typified by a small number of anglers paying a substantial
annual fee giving exclusive rights to fish a particular site, usually for specimen carp. Angling clubs or societies also rely on membership but are usually
run by volunteers.
Both commercial fisheries and angling clubs or societies operate match
lakes. Twenty years ago, anglers participating in match fishing were likely
to win with a total fish weight of 9kg, currently the minimum catch weights
are expected to be a minimum of 45kg fish weight. The expectation of large
numbers of fish for match fishing has led to densely stocked match lakes
which ensure each participant catches large numbers of fish. During the
course of the match, the fish are retained in keep nets and the total catch
weighed at the end of a period of several hours. Those fish which are caught
at the onset of the match become compressed at the bottom of the keep net as
the match progresses, although a few fisheries operate a scheme of weighing
the captured match fish each hour and releasing them back into the lake.
Currently, customer perceived values for fishing has resulted in fisheries with
extremely high stocking densities in excess of 2000kg per ha, certainly on
many match lakes. In the early 1990s, specimen carp were caught at about
10kg but the pressure for more fish at this and heavier weights has encouraged
the illegal import of large carp from Europe. Carp are no longer regarded as
‘specimen’ if they weigh less than 14kg. In conjunction with the increased
popularity of carp fishing, people’s expectations of catching fish have also
increased and for many anglers a failure to catch anything during a fishing
session is unacceptable. The angler is the customer and failure to catch fish
may well lead to termination of membership of either angling club or commercial fishery, thus stocking levels are driven by financial incentives.
The terms of the Animal Welfare Act require that animals are offered a
suitable diet. The stocking densities of heavily stocked lakes leave the fish
populations entirely reliant on anglers’ baits as any natural food such as
aquatic invertebrates, submergent and even marginal plants are exceptionally impoverished. Tomec et al. (2003) have indicated that quality of food
is the most important for growth and reproduction in rudd (Scardinius
erythrophthalmus) and no doubt this is true for all species of fish. Fishing
19
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baits cannot be regarded as a either a good quality or balanced diet as they
are lacking in essential vitamins, minerals and basic nutrients, their main
purpose is an attractant to the fish and the nutritional content is not taken
into consideration. Rapp et al. (2008) have demonstrated experimentally
that preservatives incorporated into the prepared bait known as ‘boilies’ are
toxic to fry, although admit that concentrations leaching into lakes are likely
to be low, however the habit of ‘baiting a swim’ can lead to large quantities
of unconsumed boilies decomposing on the lake substrate, thus increasing
the level of preservatives released into the water. Angling is basically a ‘fair
weather sport’, the banks being heavily populated through the best of the
summer weather. In the event of a wet summer or cold and wet weather in the
autumn and spring, few anglers attend the lakes, as a consequence in heavily stocked lakes, fish may go for several months without being fed unless
there is a policy of supplementary feeding, but this is unusual in view of the
additional cost of fish food at a time of low income. Poor diet equates to fish
stocks in poor condition and more susceptible to disease.
An ideal aquatic environment should have a good balance of submergent and
marginal plants, which provide a habitat for the diversity of microscopic life
and macroinvertebrates on which the fish can feed. The role of lake plants
in adding essential dissolved oxygen from photosynthesis and utilising the
ammonia waste produced by the fish, as a source of nitrogen cannot be underestimated. Very few fishery managers measure dissolved oxygen concentrations and are often completely unaware when this vital gas drops to critically
low levels and either the fish are seen at the surface piping, or, already dead.
Once the dissolved oxygen concentration drops to 1–2 mg per litre the concentration rarely recovers adequately until the onset of autumn when the water
temperature drops and atmospheric gases become increasingly soluble.
On many fishing lakes, submergent and marginal plants are regarded as a
nuisance, interfering with landing a fish and as a result are often completely
eliminated using herbicides or by mechanically cutting the vegetation. The
absence of plant life can impact on the removal of ammonia from the water
and in some fisheries, the ammonia concentration can be unacceptably high.
The ammonia concentration can be compounded by the habit of ‘baiting’ a
swim, adding large amounts of bait in order to tempt fish to that site.
Where plants are difficult to remove, for example lilies (Nuphar and
Nymphaea species), hooked fish may be pulled through the stems in order to
land them, resulting in injuries and damage to the jaws. Such repeated injuFish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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ries lead to deformities of the mouth and affected fish are termed ‘grinners’.
The grinners have difficulty feeding and introduction of new stocks, with
intact mouths can feed more aggressively and those with deformed mouths
simply weaken and die.
Large numbers of carp and bream feed in the lake silts by ‘mumbling’,
sediment is sucked into the mouth and any food particles extracted and the
inedible portion released via the mouth and operculum. Where the lakes are
heavily stocked these feeding patterns lead to reduced water clarity as the
particles become suspended throughout the water column and visibility is
often reduced to just a few centimetres. Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)
are attracted to heavily stocked fisheries with an optimum turbidity, if the
water is clear, the fish can escape easily whereas turbid water is the ideal
hunting medium (van Rijn & van Eerden 2003). Many fisheries are plagued
by cormorant, which decimate the populations but the solution is in managing the fish stocking level and thereby adjusting the water turbidity, which
would reduce the impact of these fish eating birds.
One of the greatest threats to any fishery is the introduction of new fish
stocks. Whilst it is advisable to find a reputable fish farmer or supplier and
only buy fish through that one source, most fisheries will seek fish stocks at
lowest price which are often of unknown origin and stocking from multiple
sources is common practice.
The implications of heavy stocking, poor nutrition and angling pressure
contributes to fish under permanent stress, combinations which invariably
lead to outbreaks of disease. Ulceration resulting from handling and stress
are commonly encountered. Historically there have been isolated outbreaks
of the notifiable disease Spring Viraemia of Carp Virus (SVC) most of
which were associated with illegal imports of carp. In the last five years Koi
Herpesvirus (KHV) a viral disease of carp, has been reported on a number
of fisheries, occurring in the summer when the water temperatures exceed
18°C and coupled with stress. The most serious outbreak of KHV occurred
in 2006 with some twenty three coarse fisheries tested positive for the virus
but that same year other fisheries experienced carp mortalities, which were
unreported to either the Environment Agency or CEFAS (pers. obs.). Whilst
KHV is indeed a serious disease, in some respects it may have had a beneficial effect in that many angling clubs, societies and commercial fisheries
have become more circumspect with regard to sourcing carp. The notifiable
status and situation that the UK is an eradication zone for KHV is causing
21
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disquiet within the industry and may well affect fishery managers’ decision
in the future to notify the authorities of unexplained carp mortalities, irrespective of legal duty.
The Environment Agency are responsible for internal fish movements in
England and Wales, restricting movement of fish affected with Category 2
parasites, that is those species which can be demonstrated to cause significant
pathology or novel parasites whose impact if allowed to be freely distributed
are unknown. Interestingly there seems to have been no assessment of the
effect of introducing Category 2 or novel parasites through live baiting such
as small goldfish (Carassius auratus) which are popular victims for fishing
for predatory species such as pike (Esox lucius) and zander (Stizostedion
lucioperca). The issue of live baiting would appear to have been overlooked
by the Animal Welfare Act 2006.
A partnership of the Angling Foundation, Institute of Fisheries Management,
Environment Agency and Fisheries and Angling Conservation Trust formulated a ‘Fisheries Accreditation Scheme’, a voluntary scheme in which fisheries are vetted and awarded gold, silver and bronze accolades according to
management skills. The scheme was launched in 2007 and certainly a laudable venture but regrettably only six venues have been accredited, although
there may be more sites undertaking the process.
The UK economy has spiralled into recession, predicted to be deep and
possibly falling into economic depression. Angling is a leisure industry
and higher costs of living and redundancies will impact on the numbers of
anglers. It is quite feasible that a number of small commercial fisheries and
angling clubs may find they are unable to fund leases for lakes or stretches
of river. Whilst the rivers will be largely unaffected, ultimately being the
responsibility of the Environment Agency, the welfare of fish in heavily
stocked lakes may just be left to ‘natural selection’.
The popularity of fishing has created a market for large numbers of heavily
stocked fisheries. In many instances the welfare of the fish stocks contained
in some of these fisheries is questionable, whether through ignorance or
financial incentive. The welfare of fish has been on the agenda of many animal rights activists and the current status of many fisheries and the manner
in which the fish are treated gives such groups ample ammunition for bad
publicity. The Fisheries Accreditation Scheme is one step in the direction
of improving the welfare of coarse fisheries. In the long term the England
Implementation Group and introduction of codes of practice may well
Fish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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further this progress. Overall we are probably failing to meet standards of
welfare for coarse fish species which are afforded to other exploited groups
of animals.
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Abstract
BENEFISH is a research project funded under the European Commission
Sixth Framework initiative. It aims to develop bio-economic models that
establish the effects of welfare actions (i.e. measures taken to safeguard
welfare) on value chains within the European aquaculture industry, including both production related elements such as growth and feed efficiency,
and societal elements such as consumer added value. The project includes
wide and integrated scientific competence, which incorporates biological
knowledge about fish welfare, industrial knowledge about practical farming,
societal knowledge about consumer perception and economical knowledge
about bio-economical development. This paper provides an overview of
BENEFISH and explains how the project is structured to address its complex
multidisciplinary aims. It also outlines how the project consortium plans to
achieve its goal of developing bio-economic models relating to fish welfare.
Background
The welfare of farmed fish is currently a prominent issue, which has been
the subject of recent review articles (e.g. Ellis et al. 2002, Huntingford et al.
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2006) and a book (Branson 2008). Researchers and the farming industries
have expended considerable effort to improve our understanding of the
welfare of fish that are reared for human consumption or for recreational
activities. Much of the research conducted on farmed fish has focused on
functional aspects of welfare, specifically how fish respond to incidences
of poor welfare (e.g. Turnbull et al. 2005, North et al. 2006). In particular,
significant research has involved identifying specific, measurable responses
to poor welfare that can be used as practical and reliable operational welfare
indicators (OWIs) to assess the welfare of farmed fish populations. However,
efforts have also been made to understand the ethical issues that surround
fish welfare within a farming context (Lund et al. 2007).
Unlike some terrestrial farming systems (e.g. broiler farming), the welfare
of farmed fish is believed to be positively correlated with productivity.
However, despite increasing pressure to protect the welfare of farmed fish,
the economic implications of improved fish welfare have not yet been examined. Aquaculture is a young and innovative industry, and it is generally open
to new practises if the benefits exceed the costs. Any practical welfare actions
will thus be taken up by the aquaculture industry more rapidly if the economical benefits can be demonstrated, and such benefits may include a range
of elements, including direct production or added values such as industrial
reputation. Previously, the biological and economic implications of changes
to current practise in other industries have been examined, for example to
quantify the financial effects of management strategies that influence welfare
in extensively farmed sheep (Stott et al. 2005). However, it is not currently
possible to accurately predict the costs and benefits of any change in fish
farming practice and sound economic justification for such changes is likely
to be influenced by strong moral appeals to increase the standards of fish
welfare. An accurate assessment of the financial implications of fish welfare
improvements is not without its problems, not least because it involves the
merging of various disparate disciplines: fundamental biology, aquaculture,
ethics, economics, modelling and marketing. This necessity for expensive
and intellectually challenging integration of multidisciplinary expertise has
been an obstacle to the development of models which explain the financial
and production-based consequences of improved fish welfare. However, in
2007 the EU funded a project bringing together these disciplines to attempt
to model the biological and economic effects of improved welfare in farmed
fish, throughout production and all the way through the value chain to the
consumers. This project is called BENEFISH.
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BENEFISH: Introduction
To address the need for a better understanding of the consequences of welfare actions for farmed fish, a multidisciplinary consortium of biologists,
aquaculture scientists, market perception specialists, economists and modellers successfully applied for Specific Targeted REsearch Project (STREP)
funding under the European Commission Sixth Framework programme.
The project, BENEFISH: evaluation and modelling of BENEfits and costs of
FISH welfare actions (referred to as “interventions” in the project proposal)
in European aquaculture runs from 2007 until 2010 and aims to develop a
decision tool which will allow the costs and benefits of welfare actions to be
estimated throughout the value chain. This paper outlines the aims, structure
and scientific approach of the project, reviewing its current progress (as of
October 2008) and what further work is to be conducted before the project
achieves its goals.
Although ambitious the outputs of this project are both timely and important
for the sustainable development of European aquaculture. To improve the
chances of success BENEFISH will address three specific aims:
1. To use a set of widely applicable operational welfare indicators (OWIs)
to define relationships between selected welfare control measures (i.e.
actions) and their consequences for production, product quality and
consumer perception.
2. By utilising specific case studies, estimate the costs and benefits associated with potential welfare control measures.
3. To develop a decision analysis tool allowing comparison between
various welfare control measures on the basis of their biological and
monetary consequences.
To briefly summarise, BENEFISH aims to identify actions which will
improve farmed fish welfare. The project will then characterise the effects
of those actions on productivity and product values. Finally, these actions
and their effects will be used as case studies to develop and test a decision
tool for modelling the effects of specific welfare actions throughout the value
chain.
The BENEFISH project is only engaged in limited novel data collection.
Instead, the project utilises existing datasets for the identification of candidate welfare actions. These datasets have, in most cases, been collected
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through EU and national funding initiatives, adding considerable value to
existing datasets which may have been previously used for only one project
or to answer a specific research question. This also allows BENEFISH to
investigate the effects of welfare actions on a much broader range of species
and rearing systems applicable to European aquaculture than might have
been possible if the project relied totally on novel experiments and data collection (see Table 1).
TABLE 1: The range of species and systems to which BENEFISH has access to data.

Originating
country of
the dataset

Life stage

System type

Atlantic salmon
Salmo salar

Norway
UK

Juvenile, adult

cages, tanks

rainbow trout
Oncorhynchus mykiss

UK
France

Juvenile, adult

cages, ponds, raceways,
tanks, RAS*

sea bass
Dicentrarchus labrax

France

Juvenile, adult

cages, tanks, RAS*

sea bream
Sparus aurata

France

Juvenile, adult

cages

turbot
Psetta maxima

Netherlands

Juvenile, adult

RAS*, flow through
tanks

sole
Solea solea

Netherlands

Juvenile, adult

RAS*

brown trout
Salmo trutta

France

Juvenile, adult

raceways

Arctic charr
Salvelinus alpinus

France

Juvenile, adult

raceways

brook trout
Salvelinus fontinalis

France

Juvenile, adult

raceways

Species

*

RAS denotes recirculating aquaculture systems

BENEFISH: The structure of the project
The BENEFISH project has three research and technological development
blocks (Fig. 1) within which the project partners (Table 2) work on nine
specific work packages (WP) (Fig. 1, Table 3).
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OWI

WP2-5
Block 1

Identified risk factors for
fish welfare

Identified welfare action

WP2-5

Block 1

Details
outlining the
implementation
of each action

WP8

WP6
Block 2
Establish the
effects of the
action on
productivity
indicators

WP7
Block 2
Establish the
effects of the
action on
consumer
perception

Block 3

Establish the
utility of
implementing
the action

Establish the
utility of the
action on
productivity

Establish the
utility of added
value from
consumers

Combine all components as the
bio-economic model

WP9
Block 3

FIG 1: The structure of the bio-economic model which describes the effects of fish
welfare actions on the value chain in European farmed fish and how each
component of the BENEFISH project contributes to the model.
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TABLE 2: The partners/institutions involved in the BENEFISH project.

Project partners

Abbreviated name

Trans-National Consulting Partnership, Germany

TNC

University of Glasgow, UK

UGLA

Nofima, Norway

NOF

University of Stirling, UK

USTIR

Institute of Marine Resource and Ecosystem Studies,
Netherlands
Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute,
Finland
Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de
la Mer, France

IMARES
FGFRI
IFREMER

National Veterinary Institute, Norway

NVI

Agrotechnology and Food Innovations B. V.,
Netherlands

AFSG

TABLE 3: The work packages (WP) within the BENEFISH project as well as the work
package leaders and contributing partners. See Table 2 for an explanation of
the project partner acronyms.

1

Project management

WP
Leader
TNC

2

OWI 1: mortalities

USTIR

3

OWI 2: Fin damage

NOF

4

OWI 3: Deviation from expected
feed intake

IMARES

5

OWI 4: Carbon dioxide

NOF

6

Productivity modelling

USTIR

7

Added value/consumer perception AFSG

TNC, NOF, IMARES,
IFREMER
TNC, UGLA, USTIR,
IFREMER, NVI
TNC, UGLA, NOF, USTIR,
IFREMER
TNC, USTIR, IMARES,
IFREMER
TNC, NOF, IMARES,
FGFRI, IFREMER
TNC, NOF, IMARES, NVI

8

Utility modelling

FGFRI

TNC, AFSG

9

Decision tool development

FGFRI

TNC

WP Title
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Block 1: Welfare actions and indicators
Block 1 has worked to identify welfare actions related to specific OWI’s.
Biologists and aquaculture experts (Table 2) have investigated existing
research and commercial datasets to identify specific risk factors for fish
welfare. For example, poor husbandry practises and water quality outside
the natural biological tolerance of fish may be considered as risk factors
to fish welfare. However, each risk factor used within the project has been
identified and characterised within a specific dataset so that the statistical
relationships surrounding the risk factor and the OWI can be understood
and modelled. For example, low oxygen levels are undoubtedly a risk
factor for poor fish welfare, but unless we in BENEFISH characterise
how oxygen levels and fish welfare are related to one another within a
specific dataset the effects on the value chain cannot be modelled within
the project.
Once risk factors were identified, those working in Block 1 established
actions to address each risk. The development of actions was not a direct
product of data analysis but followed scientific interpretation of the results
and consultation with commercial farmers. Block 1 has also established the
efficiency with which each action influences welfare. We needed to have
data to model how each action affects the risk factor and how that in turn
affects welfare (Fig. 1). In the example here we would need to know how an
action such as artificial aeration of the water would affect oxygen levels and
also how oxygen levels affect fish welfare. Additional data on various sizes
of fish, temperature variation, and the effects of feeding rates would also be
needed. Whilst there are many indicators of farmed fish welfare BENEFISH
has focused on four specific OWI’s: mortality, fin damage, deviation from
expected feed intake and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels. These indicators were
chosen due to their relevance to the industry, the relative expertise within the
consortium and the availability of suitable datasets.
Mortality (Work Package 2)
Work Package 2 (WP2) has been tasked with identifying actions which
reduce mortality. The causes of mortalities in farmed fish are numerous and
complex, with some mortalities being inevitable as in any population of
animals. However, in many cases increases in mortality are a clear indication that welfare has been compromised. Mortalities are a good OWI since
many farmers record mortality levels on a regular basis. Therefore, both
commercial and research databases had the potential to provide case studies
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for inclusion in BENEFISH. One challenge was deciding what could be considered acceptable levels of mortality and what levels should be considered
a welfare problem.
Fin damage (Work Package 3)
Damage to the fins can be an indication of various welfare related problems
within commercial fish farms, for example aggressive interactions or contact
between individuals and other fish, the holding system and farm equipment
(Ellis et al. 2008). Any damage to fins is a strong visual indication that welfare is being, or has been, compromised. Quantitative measures (e.g. number
of fin splits, percentage fin erosion, ranked scoring systems, e.g. Hoyle et al.
2007) have been used to assess levels of fish damage. Fin damage has then
been used as a variable for identifying risk factors for poor fish welfare in
both commercial and research datasets.
Deviation from expected feed intake (Work Package 4)
Maintaining optimal feed rates and maximising conversion efficiencies in
farmed fish is vital to the economic viability of commercial farms. Reduced
feed intake can occur naturally in fish but may also indicate suboptimal husbandry or environmental conditions which might result in poor welfare. For
example, Dutch farmers using recirculating aquaculture systems consider
negative deviations (i.e. less feed intake than expected) as a sign that water
quality or the system might be compromised. Consequently, deviations from
expected feed intake can act as a useful operational welfare indicator. Work
Package 4 (WP4) has attempted to identify deviations from expected feed
intake and has then identified welfare actions or prevention methods, which
might avoid or reduce deviations from normal intake. This data evaluation
has been executed for a wide range of freshwater and marine species. WP4 is
the only WP which has collected original data through experimental studies
using turbot cultured under different management strategies.
CO2 levels ( Work Package 5)
CO2 is an important water quality parameter for farmed fish, being a metabolic waste product, which is expired by fish through their gills. On commercial farms, high stocking densities and low rates of water exchange,
combined with the use of additional aeration and oxygenation, can lead to
CO2 reaching levels which might be harmful to fish. However, CO2 levels
are often not routinely monitored on farms, possibly because of limitations
in the methods available for measurement. In BENEFISH, Work Package
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5 (WP5) is concerned with investigating the biological consequences of
elevated CO2 levels in four different farmed fish species, produced in either
land-based flow through or recirculating systems. Further, we are evaluating the different methods of monitoring CO2 and possible actions to reduce
CO2 levels in specific rearing systems. WP5 has taken a slightly different
approach to the other OWI work packages, as CO2 is not just an OWI but is
also a risk factor for poor welfare and can be targeted directly for specific
actions. This is quite different from, for example fin damage where there are
a wide range of risk factors that can be targeted for actions. However, fin
damage is undoubtedly an indication of poor welfare whereas CO2 levels are
an indirect operational welfare indicator.
Ultimately the goal of Block 1 has been to use existing datasets to identify
welfare action case studies that can develop and test the bio-economic model
produced in Block 3. A range of specific welfare action case studies have
been established by Block 1 and the project partners are now able to investigate how those actions affect productivity and consumer perception.
Block 2: Consequences of welfare indicators in the value chain
Following the identification of welfare case studies within Block 1,
BENEFISH is currently working towards characterising the effects of those
actions on the value chain. Specifically, this requires an understanding of
how each welfare action might affect productivity and also how the resulting
improvements in welfare might affect the added value of fish as a consumer
product. These two distinct areas are dealt with in Block 2 under two separate work packages.
Productivity ( Work Package 6)
Work Package 6 (WP6) involves characterising the effects of welfare actions
on productivity but focuses only on biological effects and does not consider
any economic effects. Changes to growth, feed conversion efficiency and
mortality are used extensively by fish farmers as practical measures of productivity. These are used as indicators of productivity within BENEFISH.
Following the identification of welfare actions from Block 1, WP6 will characterise the relationships between those actions, the specific OWI’s within
Block 1 and each productivity indicator (Fig. 1). Since improved productivity is seen as an influential driver for change in the fish farming industry,
welfare actions that do not exhibit a clear effect on productivity will not be
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modelled within BENEFISH. This is not to say that those actions are not of
importance to fish welfare but since BENEFISH aims to provide case studies
to develop and test a bio-economic model there must be clear effects in order
to develop an informative model.
Consumer perception and added value ( Work Package 7)
Most welfare actions are likely to involve a financial cost implication, for
example adding oxygenation to a rearing system will involve the purchase
of equipment and oxygen as well as labour to install, operate and service the
equipment. Therefore, for producers to invoke a particular welfare action
they must see an appropriate return in terms of revenue. Whilst increases
in profit can come from direct improvements in productivity (usually due
to improvements in the efficacy of production and thereafter savings from
inputs as opposed to higher income) (as modelled in WP6), fish that are
reared under improved welfare conditions may also command a price premium. Work Package 7 (WP7) is quantifying this added value to provide a
complete picture of the potential effects of welfare actions. Understanding
how much added value can be gained from a product is complex. WP7 is
assessing the effects that both intrinsic (i.e. appearance, taste, shelf life) and
extrinsic product qualities (i.e. price, labelling, packaging) have on consumer perception and their willingness to pay more. Both social background
and nationality are likely to influence consumers’ response to welfare and
willingness to pay, this WP will also characterise any such effects. The WP is
using traditional questionnaire style approaches, stakeholder exercises (e.g.
interviews, focus groups) and alternative approaches (e.g. mock auctions)
to assess added value from improved fish welfare. Importantly, this WP
is considering both business-to-business and business-to-consumer market
routes by which revenue can be gained from changes in welfare. Within
Block 2, WP7 will attempt to categorise the scope for improved added value
from welfare actions. Specific financial values linked to those changes in
consumer perception with then be established in Block 3.
Block 3: Welfare utilities and bio-economic models
Block 3 involves establishing the financial costs and benefits (i.e. utilities)
of welfare actions throughout the value chain and also developing the bioeconomic decision tool. These components of the project are addressed in
WPs 8 and 9 respectively (Fig. 1).
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Utilities ( Work Package 8)
The previous Blocks and WP’s have focused on assessing the effects of
welfare actions on biological and productivity-based measures, as well as
the response of consumers to those changes. However, they have done so
without considering the financial implications of each action. Work Package
8 (WP8) is working towards assigning a financial value to all functions of
the value chain characterised in Blocks 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). These financial
implications (utilities) include the costs of implementing each welfare
action, the effects from increases in productivity and the added revenue that
consumers are willing to pay for fish produced under demonstrably better
welfare conditions. These financial values are providing direct inputs to
test the bio-economic model produced in WP9. The accuracy of the outputs
from the bio-economic model are dependant on the accuracy of the financial data collected as well as the accuracy of the biological models that are
generated in Blocks 1 and 2, for example those modelling the effects of
aeration on growth. Information relating to each welfare action case study
includes the direct costs of implementation (e.g. changes to animal purchase
costs, changes to feed costs, equipment, staff time) as well as any indirect
costs (e.g. interest payable on any loans). Similarly, changes to productivity
may incur both direct and indirect costs and these are being characterised.
Financial changes due to consumers’ willingness to pay may be more difficult to define, since consumer preferences are notoriously fickle. However,
BENEFISH is gathering information from a range of sources to support each
case study, including literature bases, specific data websites, industry bodies
and directly from consumers. Furthermore, the BENEFISH team is continually reviewing the accuracy of the data that is gathered to ensure it, and the
model outputs, are up-to-date.
Bio-economic modelling ( Work Package 9)
The development of the bio-economic model or decision tool is conducted
within Work Package 9 (WP9; Fig. 1). However, to ensure that the model is
representative of the aquaculture value chain it is being developed in consultation with all other WP’s, which have considerable experience in the aquaculture industries and in consumer responses to welfare. The model is based
on influence diagrams solved by Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically,
graphical models allow relationships between different model components
(for example a productivity indicator and a welfare action) to be described
within the decision tool and statistical relationships then allow specific data
to be incorporated into the model.
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The development of the bio-economic model involves a number of stages.
Initially, a general model structure was created by experts in computational
modelling. This general structure has been amended through consultation
with those working within Blocks 1 and 2 so that it is representative of the
aquaculture value chain. Now that the structure of the model is established
it is being further adjusted to allow the incorporation of specific aquaculture
data. This requires detailed descriptions of the type and availability of welfare action (WP2-5), productivity (WP6) and consumer perception (WP7)
data from Blocks 1 and 2 and similar descriptions of the utility (WP8) data
from Block 3. These descriptions must include information on the nature of
the relationships between different components of the model, for example
whether components can be compared proportionally, by a regression equation, or by another mathematical/statistical relationship. This information
then feeds directly into the graphical modelling aspect of the decision tool.
The decision tool is able to include both point estimates of parameters (e.g.
averages, medians, modes) and variability or uncertainty estimates (e.g.
ranges, minimum/maximums, distributions, standard deviations). The uncertainty estimates allow us to quantify how confident we can be of our model
output or decisions. It is also possible to evaluate what additional data would
result in the greatest reduction in uncertainty and allow the model to produce
more reliable decisions.
Following the development and refinement of the model, it will be tested
with simulated data. Finally, the model will be applied to, and validated
with, the specific welfare action case studies identified in WP’s 2–5. This
final stage of the project will ensure that the bio-economic model provides
a valid predictor for the effects of welfare actions. The final stage will bring
together all of the outputs from each WP in BENEFISH and, will set out to
prove the concept of the bio-economic model (Fig. 1).
Concluding remarks
BENEFISH is an ambitious project and the first that has aimed to categorise
the effects of welfare actions on the value chain in European aquaculture.
With increased focus on the welfare of farmed fish it is appropriate to understand the financial consequences of actions which improve fish welfare.
Within the boundaries of the BENEFISH project, we cannot aim to provide
a tool with which farmers can assess the impacts of potential welfare actions
prior to implementation. What the project will provide is a prototype bio35
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economic model that can inform policy and that may, in the future, be developed into a practical tool for the industry. However, the project has provided
a mechanism by which researchers can work together to address complex
multidisciplinary problems.
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Abstract
The re-emergence of pancreas disease within the European salmon farming
industry in the last six years has re-ignited research interest in many areas
of this important economic disease. The causative agent is salmonid alphavirus (SAV), the first of this family of viruses to be found in fish. Over 20
papers have been published in peer reviewed literature since 2003, describing natural disease outbreaks, revealing new subtypes, improved culture
and diagnostic methods and identifying risk factors for disease outbreaks.
Importantly this expanded knowledge has also enabled the development
of holistic control strategies including husbandry, dietary and vaccination
approaches to help reduce the impact of a disease that has threatened the
sustainability of salmon farming in parts of Europe. This mini-review aims
to summarise the most important recent research findings and how they can
be applied to PD control.
Introduction
Pancreas Disease (PD) remains one of the most serious and economically
important infectious diseases of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L)
(AS) in Europe. Over the last few years our knowledge and understanding
of PD virus and the disease has expanded considerably due to the efforts and
collaboration of excellent research scientists, veterinarians and the salmon
industry. This effort has been co-ordinated and greatly assisted by the formation of the Tri Nation PD Research Group. The aim of this article is to
summarise the new and important published information in pancreas disease
research over the last 6 years. For a recent review article see Alphavirus
infections in salmonids – a review (McLoughlin & Graham 2007).
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The Virus
Salmon pancreas disease virus (SPDV) was isolated in the 1990s and subsequently shown to be the causative agent of pancreas disease (PD) in farmed
Atlantic salmon in Ireland and Scotland (Nelson et al. 1995, Rowley et al.
1998). This strain of the virus is now recognised as Salmonid Alphavirus
subtype 1 (SAV 1). More recently five further SAV subtypes have been
described associated with PD outbreaks in Ireland, Scotland and Norway
(Hodneland et al. 2005, Weston et al. 2005, Fringuelli et al. 2008).
SAV 3 is the only subtype found to date in Norway and can cause disease
in both Atlantic salmon and sea reared rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss
[Walbaum])(RT) (Hodneland et al. 2005, Weston et al. 2005). SAV 2 has primarily been associated with disease in freshwater rainbow trout and was only
recently introduced to the UK (Branson 2002, Graham et al. 2003a). The
freshwater strain of SAV2 present in the UK has also recently been detected
in marine salmon production. SAV 1, 4 & 5 are present in Scotland and SAV
1, 4 & 6 in Ireland (Fringuelli et al. 2008). Further work to compare the
pathogenicity of these subtypes is planned in the near future. Interestingly,
there is regional separation of subtypes in Ireland with SAV 1 in Connemara
(West) and SAV 4 in Donegal (North) (Table 1). Given that smolts from one
region regularly have been transferred to the other it suggests that vertical
transmission has not been a major source of infection between these regions
(Fringuelli et al. 2008).
The first isolate of alphavirus from fish was obtained by serial passage and
co-cultivation of tissues from PD affected fish in Chinook salmon embryo
(CHSE-214) cells at 15oC, with viral growth identified by the development
of cytopathic effect (CPE). The primary isolation of SAV from outbreaks of
disease based on observation of typical CPE remains problematic. The incorporation of immunostaining into the isolation procedures has now largely
overcome this problem (Rowley et al. 1998, Graham et al. 2003b, Jewhurst
et al. 2004).
Further work by Graham et al. (2008) has extended our knowledge on the
best methods of isolating SAV’s from natural outbreaks of disease. While
CHSE-214 and rainbow trout gonad-2 (RTG-2) have been typically used to
cultivate SAV from AS and RT their study showed that the virus can infect
and replicate in additional cell lines including blue fin-2 (BF-2), TO (derived
from Atlantic salmon head kidney leucocytes), fat head minnow (FHM),
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Ireland

SPDV

SPDV

SPDV

SAV 4
Marine
SAV 5
Marine
SAV 6
Marine

Norway

Ireland and
Scotland
Scotland

NSAV
(Norwegian
Salmon
Alphavirus)

Ireland
Scotland

SPDV(Salmon
Pancreas Disease
Virus)
SDV (Sleeping
Disease Virus)
France, UK,
Spain, Italy,
Germany

Location

Alternative
Virus Name

SAV 3
Marine and
freshwater

SAV 2
Freshwater and
marine

SAV (Salmon
Alphavirus)
Subtype
SAV 1
Marine only

Atlantic salmon

Atlantic salmon

Atlantic salmon

Atlantic salmon
Rainbow trout

Rainbow trout
Atlantic salmon

Atlantic salmon

Species

References

PD

PD

PD

Fringuelli et al. 2008

Fringuelli et al. 2008

Fringuelli et al. 2008

PD (Pancreas Disease) Nelson et al. 1995
Rowley et al. 1998
Weston et al. 2005
SD (Sleeping Disease) Castric et al.1997
and PD
Branson 2002
Graham et al. 2007c
Fringuelli et al. 2008
PD
Christie et al. 1998
Hodneland et al. 2005

Disease

TABLE 1: The current geographical distribution of known SAV subtypes in farmed salmonids and the species and production
stage from which they have been isolated.
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salmon head kidney (SHK)- & epithelioma papulosum cyprinid (EPC). Both
TO & BF2 cell lines proved to grow significantly higher concentrations of
SAV than the conventional CHSE-214 & RTG2 cell lines. In TO and RTG-2
viral growth was optimal at 15oC, whereas in CHSE-214 titres at 10 and
15oC were similar. Little or no growth was detected in any cell line at 4 or
20oC.
SAV Survival
A major gap in the knowledge of SAV was its survival outside the fish and
response to temperature, pH and disinfection which are very important in the
overall control of disease spread. SAV was found to be rapidly inactivated
in the presence of high levels of organic matter at 60oC at pH 7.2. It is also
inactivated at pH 4 (acid) and pH 12 (alkali) at 4oC suggesting that composting, ensiling and alkaline hydrolysis would all be effective at inactivating the
virus in fish mortalities and waste.
Virus survival was shown to be inversely related to temperature, i.e. the
higher the temperature the less the survival, and to be reduced by the presence of organic matter. Conversely at low temperatures the virus survived
a relatively long period of up to 61 days in sterile sea water suggesting that
SAV could be transmitted between farms by currents and tidal flows at low
water temperatures. Pump ashore systems would also be at risk unless effective disinfection procedures are in place. Survival in freshwater is markedly
less than in seawater. SAV 2 is reported to have lower pathogenicity at 10oC
compared with 14oC which may explain why SAV infections at low temperature may be predominantly sub-clinical (Graham et al. 2007a).
PD – the Disease
Classical PD in Ireland is described by McLoughlin et al. 2002, with infection usually occurring in the spring or autumn of the first year in the sea,
with variable losses from 2%–60% and up to 15% of survivors becoming
runts. Sub-clinical disease has been recently described in Scotland, with
slow spread of the virus around the marine site, with no significant mortality or clinical disease (Graham et al. 2007a). A detailed description of PD in
Atlantic salmon and sea reared rainbow trout in Norway revealed similar histopathological lesions in both species. There was less recovery of pancreatic
acinar tissue in Norwegian fish post SAV infection than seen in Ireland. In
addition the finding of numerous cells in the kidney containing eosinophilic
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granular material was a characteristic feature of PD outbreaks in Norway,
being detected in 40% of affected RT and 64% of affected AS (Taksdal et
al. 2007).
In both Scotland and Norway there is a much higher prevalence of late onset
(second year at sea) PD than seen in Ireland where it is only recorded very
infrequently. The reason for this pattern of infection is unknown. This means
that all stages of marine salmon and probably rainbow trout are susceptible
to SAV infection. However there are no reports of recurrence of clinical disease once a population in infected. Immunohistochemical staining of SAV
antigen was only possible in acute PD pancreatic lesions but can be used to
aid differentiation of IPN associated lesions (Taksdal et al. 2007)
Fish susceptibility
Epidemiological observations in Ireland suggested that there was a difference
in susceptibilities to PD between strains of Atlantic salmon (McLoughlin et
al. 2003)., This was subsequently confirmed by observing differences in the
prevalence and severity of lesions and antibody response in experimental
SAV 1 infections in commercial farmed Atlantic salmon smolts in sea water
(McLoughlin et al. 2006). Norris et al. (2008) followed up these observations by carrying out a sentinel trial on a site with a history of PD in Ireland
and suggested that the susceptibility of salmon to SAV 1 could be reduced by
selective breeding based on survival to a natural challenge.
SAV transmission.
The bulk of the published field and experimental data indicates that fish to
fish (horizontal) spread is the most common mode of virus transmission
in SAV infections. Cohabitant studies at temperatures of 12–14oC show
that lesions develop 7–10 days after exposure of naïve fish to infected fish
(McLoughlin et al. 1996). Various longitudinal studies are currently in
progress in Norway and Scotland to investigate at what stage in the Atlantic
salmon life cycle fish become infected and if infection can be passed vertically between generations. Molecular epidemiological studies indicate geographical clusters of SAV sub-types which have not moved to other areas
despite the movement of ova and fish (Fringuelli et al. 2008).
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PD diagnosis
A preliminary diagnosis of PD can be based on clinical signs and histopathology, with virus isolation, serology and RT-PCR techniques available
for confirmation. A summary of the diagnostic panel for SAV diseases and
similar pathologies is presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Diagnostic panel for confirmation of PD

TEST

Per
acute
DPI (Days post infection) 0 – 7

Acute

Sub acute Chronic Carrier

0 + 14

14 > 21

21 > 42

42 > ?

Signs

Reduced
appetite

Casts

Morts

Runts
(Graham
2007a)
-

Virus

Serum, Serum,
Heart Heart
+ Pancreas
Histology
+ Heart
IHC
+ Pancreas
only
(Immunohistochemistry)

RT-PCR (Reverse
Transcriptase Polymerase +
Chain Reaction)
Serology
-

Serum,
Heart
+ Pancreas + Heart
+ Heart
+Muscle
-

-

-

+

+

+

+/-

-

-

+

+

Epidemiology
Increasing factual information is being gathered from field surveillance and
outbreaks in Norway, Scotland and Ireland. Taksdal et al. (2007) have written
a comprehensive description of PD in Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout in
Norway, where the incidence and geographical spread of PD is increasing each
year. Individual salmon farming companies have interrogated their historic and
current data for trends and clues as to the source of infection and factors that
may be contributing to the prevalence and severity of PD on their sites.
Recent epidemiological results from Ireland revealed that mean PD related
mortality was 18.8% in 2003 and 14.8% in 2004 with an estimated loss of
growth of 11.8% over the two years. Risk factors associated with PD outbreaks included positive farms in the area, a history of PD on site, and greater
than 250,000 fish on site and high lice burdens (Rodger & Mitchell 2007).
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Over the years epidemiological studies in Ireland and Norway have identified important risk factors associated with the occurrence and severity of PD
outbreaks (Brun et al. 2005; Rodger & Mitchell 2007). These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History of PD on site
Adjacent farms with PD
Sea site to sea site movement
High feeding rate prior to PD
> 250000 fish per site
Hydrology of the site ( High vs. Low energy)
Strain of fish
Well boat movements
Lack of fallowing
Discrete vs. continuous feeding

PD laboratory confirmation
Various laboratory tests have been developed and tested in the past few years
for confirmation of a PD outbreak. Serology and RT-PCR have also been
successfully used as surveillance tools enabling the identification of acute
and chronic infections. Some companies now carry out routine blood sampling in advance of the risk period(s) for PD as part of their overall health
plan and had found the early warning system where viraemia is detected in
pre-clinical cases very useful in the management of outbreaks (Graham et al.
2003b, Jewhurst et al. 2004).
Antibodies develop 2–3 weeks post infection at 12–14oC and have been
found to persist up to harvest and are a good retrospective test for PD infection. Real time RT-PCR has also proven to be a very sensitive tool for the
TABLE 3: Suggested samples for differential diagnosis of PD & HSMI

TEST

Serum

Heart

Kidney

Gill

Virus



















SAV (Salmon Alphavirus)
RT-PCR
SAV
Antibody
Histology
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Pancreas Muscle
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detection of all sub-types of SAV RNA. Recent RT-PCR studies indicate that
pooled sera is a sensitive method for the detection SAV viraemia making
population screening more cost effective. RT-PCR signals in serum are shortlived reflecting the transient nature of the viraemic phase of an SAV infection. Thereafter RT-PCR will continue to pick up SAV signals in tissues such
as heart and gill but this signal does not persist as long as the presence of
antibody, so false negatives may occur if samples are taken after an extended
period post infection (Graham et al. 2005, Hodneland & Endresen 2006).
Tissue samples for RT-PCR need to be taken into a special transport medium
(such as RNA-later® Ambion), which stabilises the RNA in the sample.
The blood test also has the advantage of being a non-lethal sample from
which virus and/or antibody can be detected depending on the time of sampling. The work on PD virus survival has also indicated that the transport of
sera for virus isolation should be at 4oC to prevent false negative results.
Differential diagnosis
The other conditions in salmonids which need to be taken into account in
a differential diagnosis of salmonid alphavirus diseases are IPN (Roberts &
Pearson 2005), cardiomyopathy syndrome (CMS) (Ferguson et al. 1990),
heart and skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI) (Kongtrop et al. 2004a) and
nutritional myopathies. CMS has only been reported in Norway and Scotland
and not in Ireland (Ferguson et al. 1990, Rodger and Turnbull 2000). HSMI
has been described in the region immediately north of the PD endemic zone
in Norway and in one isolated suspect case in Scotland (Kongtorp et al.
2004a, Ferguson et al. 2005). Currently the aetiology of only IPN, PD and
SD are known. It has been speculated for some time that both HSMI and
CMS are caused by viruses other than SAV, with electron microscopic findings of virus-like particles associated with CMS and HSMI lesions (Grotmol
et al. 1997, Watanabe et al. 2006, Karlsen et al. 2005) and experimental
reproduction of HSMI using tissue homogenates from naturally affected fish
and chloroform-treated tissues (Kongtorp et al. 2004b, Kongtorp & Taksdal
2009). However, evidence of SAV has also been found in cases of CMS and
haemorrhagic smolt syndrome in Norway (Nylund et al. 2003, Hodneland
et al. 2005). Further studies are required to elucidate the cause of these two
conditions. The main histological difference between PD and CMS and
HSMI is the absence of pancreatic lesions in HSMI and CMS and the presence of liver pathology consistent with chronic heart failure in CMS, where
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the most significant lesions are described in the heart. HSMI was originally
described in salmon 5–9 months post transfer to the sea in Norway, while
CMS is more typically diagnosed in fish during their second year in sea
cages. IPN can be differentiated from PD and SD on both histological and
immunohistochemical grounds (Evensen & Rimstad 1990, McLoughlin et
al. 2002, Taksdal et al. 2007).
Disinfection
A range of commercially available disinfectants including potassium peroxymonosulphate (Virkon S® , Bradan) & dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride
(Virex®, SC Johnson) Chloramine-T (Halamid® Pharmaq) and iodophors
(Buffodine® & FAM 30®, both Evans Vanodine) have been tested according
the BS EN 14675 standard for efficacy against SAV. The peroxygen disinfectants Virex and Virkon S were both effective under a range of test conditions with efficacy maintained even at 4oC and when contact times were
reduced to 5 minutes in the presence of organic matter. Halamid and FAM 30
were also effective but adversely affected by the presence of organic matter.
Buffodine, widely used for egg disinfection, was adversely affected in this
study by the presence of organic matter as has previously been reported for
other fish viruses. Both Virex and FAM 30 were shown to be effective if used
in sea water while Virkon S and Halamid produced precipitates when mixed
with sea water, and as a result their efficacy against SAV was not tested
in seawater. In conclusion, a number of common disinfectants are effective against SAV if used at the recommended concentration, for adequate
time and following thorough cleansing of all surfaces to remove inhibiting
organic matter. (Graham et al. 2007d).
Vaccine development
The first reported vaccine trial using a simple formalin-inactivated (SAV 1)
viral vaccine for PD was prepared and injected i.p. into Atlantic salmon parr
which were then experimentally challenged i.p. with live SAV 1, 4 weeks after
vaccination. The results showed 100% protection in vaccinated fish, with no
lesions observed and no virus re-isolated from pre- or post-challenge fish in
this group, whereas tissue virus and typical PD lesions were noted in all the
unvaccinated controls (McLoughlin 1999). Lopez-Doriga, et al. (2001) also
showed that Atlantic salmon parr immunised with binary ethyleneimine (BEI)-
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inactivated cultured SAV 1 virus were protected against cohabitant challenge
with the wild type (tissue homogenate) virus at eight weeks post-vaccination.
This also indicated that a culture-adapted isolate of SAV 1 could be successfully used to protect against wild type virus and therefore could have potential
use as an inactivated vaccine against PD. Moriette et al. (2005) reported on the
development of a recombinant SAV 2 live vaccine which gave full protection
from wild type SAV 2 infection for 5 months in rainbow trout.
A commercial PD vaccine has been in development since 1994. Initial extensive trials started in 1997 with a prototype SAV 1 antigen incorporated in a
multivalent salmonid vaccine. It gave mixed results as it appeared that the
SAV 1 antigen was less efficacious in the presence of the other antigens in
that vaccine (Christie et al. 1999). In 2007–2008, an improved monovalent
PD (SAV 1) vaccine, which has been shown to significantly reduce viraemia
and lesions in laboratory challenge models, was introduced. The vaccine
has been extensively used in Norway and more recently to a more limited
extent in Ireland and Scotland. Initial results look very promising with the
incidence of PD outbreaks in Norway reducing in line with vaccine use and
notably lower mortality attributable to PD relative to unvaccinated controls.
Practical implications of new PD (SAV) research
The following is a list some of the practical solutions that recent PD research
has highlighted as important in reducing the impact of PD in farmed Atlantic
salmon:
• Sensitive and specific diagnostic tests developed for SAV diseases,
facilitating early and accurate diagnosis
• Vaccine use to reduce field challenge and clinical disease
• Sea site to sea site stock movements can be a major stress/trigger factor
for PD occurrence.
• Feeding management pre and post infection can help to reduce impact
of PD.
• Fish strain selection and breeding for PD resistance is an essential part
of future control strategies.
• Ensiling and composting of dead fish should destroy the virus.
• Common aquaculture disinfectants will kill SAV in absence of organic
matter
• Robust disinfection and biosecurity should be enforced to reduce the
spread of virus.
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• Single year class, all in all out, Area Management Agreements to break
infection cycle.
• Proactive monitoring and sampling to inform husbandry decisions.
• Postpone all stock movements, grading and net changing activities following confirmation of the virus.
• Select site locations that are remote from other sites.
Gaps in Our Knowledge
Much progress has been made in our knowledge of the virus, of the disease
and mitigation methods but there are still areas requiring further research and
investigation including:
• The significance of geographical clustering of SAV subtypes
• Virulence & pathogenicity of SAV subtypes and cross protection studies
• Improved diagnostic methods e.g. immmunohistochemistry (IHC), in
situ to allow definite differential diagnosis from similar pathologies.
• Vectors & reservoirs need to be identified (Sea lice /Wild fish)
• Vertical transmission (Is it a real risk?)
• Further studies on diet & feeding management to support fish during
SAV infection
• Further R & D on vaccination strategies and optimizing the vaccines
• SAV virulence & prevalence worldwide
• Economic appraisal
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A tribute to Rachel Louise Andrews, who died on the
12th June 2009
Louise, as she was known, was born on the 20th November 1971 and spent
the first eight years of her childhood at Coalville, Leicestershire where she
attended St Clare’s Convent School. She was the youngest of a family of
seven and though small in stature she always managed to maintain her independence; she had a great sense of fun and was something of a tomboy.

When the family moved to Warwickshire in 1980 Louise continued her education at St Joseph’s, Kenilworth. She was living on a farm and soon showed
an aptitude for things agricultural, especially the management of dairy cows.
She was able to combine this with a love of horses, but she decided to move
away soon after leaving school and spent several months on a farm in Jersey
– hard work, but she still found the time and energy to play hockey, eventually representing Jersey as a member of the Ladies Hockey team. Later
on she decided to go for more academic qualifications and obtained a first
in Physiology at UCL. She then went on to the Royal Veterinary College
where she obtained her vet’s degree in 1997. She kept fit by playing squash,
and through this met and eventually married Phil O’Malley in a ceremony
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at Christmas time in Australia. Sadly, they were later divorced although
remained friends, and Louise began to travel, including a period of veterinary work at an animal clinic in Thailand. She had time for other activities,
however, especially diving, for which she had a great aptitude, gaining a
diving instructor’s certificate before returning to England. Perhaps it was her
underwater experience which gave rise to an interest in fish pathology! This
led to an MSc Course at Stirling University. But she then continued to work
in everyday veterinary practices where she was especially involved with
small animals, one practice being at West Mersea where she lived for a time
and even had duties at Colchester Zoo. (She had time to enter for events in
the Mersea Regatta as well!)
Finally, the urge to set up a practice specialising in diseases of fish became
paramount and she moved to Coggeshall , where in the last years of her life
she established a practice, attracting clients from far afield, not only those
with exotic species at home but also being called upon by owners of fish
farms and other corporate clients. No distance seemed too far for her to
travel, and she frequently kept in touch with clients by email should they
have problems.
But it was not to last. Louise was fatally injured in a tragic accident on a
farm track whilst inspecting fish ponds, during the evening of Friday June
12th. She will be missed indeed by the many friends and clients she acquired
during her life and of course by her family.
Louise made an impression on the lives of everyone she touched. She was
the life and soul of any party and had a kind heart and would always put herself out for those she cared most about. She was particular favourite auntie
and much loved by all her nieces and nephews who appreciated her sense of
fun and adventure. Her sense of family was extremely important to Louise
and she will be sadly missed by her father, sisters and brother who feel the
gap that she leaves in their lives already.
Reproduced from Veterinary Times Vol 39 No. 27 July 13th 2009
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A Potted History of the World Aquatic Veterinary
Medical Association (WAVMA)
WAVMA started life in July 2007, although an interim organisation, the
Aquatic Veterinary Association (AqVA), was started in August 2006 to lay
the foundations. It was clear that there was a need for an international organisation which could represent all aquatic veterinarians, promote and lobby
for aquatic veterinary medicine and assist the various national and regional
aquatic veterinary organisations around the world in developing and promoting aquatic veterinary medicine.
The AqVA recognised the need for a Mission Statement (see www.wavma.
org), the ability to lobby and promote on behalf of aquatic practitioners,
identifying other aquatic veterinary organisations and the setting up of a
website to help promote the association and attract members. It was further
recognised that the largest contingent of potential members was to be found
in the USA, but to be able to lobby in the USA several legal requirements
had to be met. This meant that a full and comprehensive set of Bylaws
needed to be established and WAVMA needed to be incorporated in the
USA. A bureaucratic nightmare for a fledgling association, but a necessity
if WAVMA was to achieve its aims in the longer term. These Bylaws were
ratified.
By July 2007 the foundations were in place and the first WAVMA annual
general meeting took place in Washington DC. Sixteen aquatic veterinary organisations were identified and invited to the meeting as well
as several Presidents of national veterinary organisations. The intent was
to provide WAVMA with a high profile initial meeting which was supported from around the world. This was achieved with the presidents of
AVMA (American Veterinary Medical Association), BVA (British Veterinary
Association), CVMA (Canadian Veterinary Medical Association), AVA
(Australian Veterinary Association), WVA (World Veterinary Association)
and FAVA (Federation of Asian Veterinary Associations) participating in the
meeting along with presidents of organisations such as FVS, EAVA (Eastern
Aquaculture Veterinary Association) and IAAAM (International Association
of Aquatic Animal Medicine).The meeting was of an excellent standard
and indicated that the issues WAVMA needed to address were worldwide.
It also raised the profile of aquatic veterinary medicine with national and
international veterinary associations and provided excellent publicity in proFish Veterinary Journal • Number 11 • 2009
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fessional and trade journals, aquaculture websites and the first Aquatic Vet
News (AVN) newsletter was produced on the back of the proceedings.
Having achieved a very positive start, confirmed the fundamental direction for the association and made connection with many veterinary bodies,
WAVMA was able to initiate negotiations to help organise an aquatic strand
at WVC (World Veterinary Conference) which initially was not going to
have one, and hold the next WAVMA AGM during the WVC in Vancouver.
The theme was based on practical veterinary issues which would be attractive to practitioners particularly from Europe and N. America. The WVC
meeting showed that the correct content can attract aquatic vets and others
from the profession, with at times more people attending the aquatics lectures than more popular “species”. Look out for the aquatics lectures during
the next WVC in South Africa.
Further highlights for 2008 include:
➣ The WAVMA Board meeting at Aquaculture America and WAVMA
becoming the first veterinary co-sponsor of Aquaculture America.
➣ The creation of various committees – Communications, Ethics &
Governance, Finance, Meetings and Practitioner Credentialing
➣ A survey of members interests and requirements as well as a strategic
planning meeting held in Chicago
➣ The start of serious discussions for this years International Aquaculture
Biosecurity Conference (IABC)
➣ Acquisition of materials and staffing for a WAVMA booth at commercial exhibitions providing promotion to a wider audience
➣ Supporting other aquatic veterinary organisations in consultations
either submitting comments jointly or individually such as on implementation of EU Directive 2006/88.
➣ Establishing financial support from aquatic animal and veterinary companies
➣ Receptions held at both AVMA Convention and WVC which improved
WAVMA’s contacts with the profession, OIE (World Organisation for
Animal Health) and FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation).
➣ The AVN becoming a quarterly publication.
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2008 also showed that the issues were global and there was a need to communicate but also to provide basic education for aquatic veterinary practitioners.
2009 has been a period of consolidation and reflection. The IABC (www.
iabconference.org) will probably be the highlight for WAVMA and with the
post conference production of a second aquaculture biosecurity textbook and
a practical biosecurity manual highlighting the role of the veterinarian in
aquaculture should further promote the profession. Interest in the IABC has
been huge and requests for further conferences and workshops have already
been received. The 3rd AGM will be held during the AVMA Convention in
Seattle not because the association is Americo-centric but simply because it
provides for the largest attendance at lowest cost. Plans for the redevelopment of the website are somewhat on hold as although the requirements
have been identified it takes time to gather sufficient content to make it
worthwhile and much of this depends on the goodwill of members. A similar
situation arises over the publication of “WAVMA policy” on issues such as
lay practitioners and aquatic medicines. Although it is easy to state a position the difficulty is in providing evidence in support of that position that
is applicable to all the different countries WAVMA has members in and the
Ethics and Governance Committee has produced draft documents for further
discussion on several pertinent issues.
What has WAVMA achieved? For a two year old rather a lot! There can be
no doubt that it has increased the profile of aquatic veterinary medicine both
within and outside the profession. For individual members it may be more
difficult to see what benefits have accrued. This is a problem for any international organisation with members from diverse cultures and backgrounds.
Additionally, for any toddler to gain respect, they need to move slowly and
carefully making sure that their behaviour is suitable. By the end of the year
WAVMA may well be running but currently it can only walk and like any
toddler requires continued support to grow, develop and flourish. Continuing
the analogy, the rewards of that investment in nurturing will only become
apparent in time. By the end of the year those rewards should become
increasingly apparent.
For further information, answers to questions raised, to join WAVMA or to
join a committee, go to www.wavma.org and feel free to contact any of the
Board members whose contact details will be found there.
Chris Walster
Secretary, WAVMA
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Copies of earlier issues, except number 1, are still available. The main contents of the previous two issues are listed below.
Issue No. 9 (May 2007)

Bacterial control in live feed improves survival of marine finfish. C. Cutts, J. Sherwood
and J. Treasurer
Lice infestation pressures on farmed Atlantic salmon smolts (Salmo salar Linnaeus)
in the west of Ireland following a SLICE® (0.2% emamectin benzoate) treatment. L.
Copley, P. O’Donohoe, S. Kennedy, D. Tierney, O. Naughton, F. Kane, D. Jackson and
D. McGrath
Buoyancy disorders of ornamental fish: a review of cases seen in veterinary practice.
W. H. Wildgoose
Gill disorders: an emerging problem for farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in the
marine environment. H. D. Rodger
The first record of Hysterothylacium sp. recovered from farmed Chinook Salmon
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) in New Zealand. S. Peddie and B. Diggles
Implementation of additional guarantees and results of an epizootic investigation for
BKD in Scotland. P. D. Munro
Book Review: Skin Diseases of Exotic Pets, Sue Patterson (Editor)
Obituary: Edward John Branson

Issue No. 10 (April 2008)

An atypical Piscirickettsia salmonis infection in farmed Atlantic salmon Salmo salar in
Scotland. J.W. Treasurer, A.L. Laidler and M.F. McLoughlin
Diseases and health management in perch farming. H. D. Rodger & A. Girons
New Fish Health Directive: Council Directive 2006/88/EC of 24th October 2006. On
animal health requirements for aquaculture animals and products thereof, and on the
prevention and control of certain diseases of aquatic animals. A. J. Breed
An introduction to import risk analysis for aquatic animals. F.C. Baldock, S.J. More
and E.J. Peeler
Biosecurity – a view from the ornamental fish industry. K. Davenport
Koi herpesvirus and goldfish herpesvirus: an update of current knowledge and
research at Cefas. K. Way
Response in Atlantic salmon Salmo salar affected by pancreas disease to pancreatic
enzyme replacement therapy. A. Grant

Back issues are priced at £10 (No.2) and £15 (Nos.3–10). Post and packing:
no charge in UK. For overseas orders, add £5 for single copies and £10 for
two or more copies. Payment must be made in £s sterling and cheques made
payable to ‘The Fish Veterinary Society’. D. Sutherland, Fish Veterinary
Society, Westside Veterinary Surgery, Bixter, Shetland ZE2 9NA.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Eligibility
Membership of the Fish Veterinary Society is open to all members of the
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, to those on the Supplementary
Veterinary Register and to students studying for a degree entitling them to
membership of the RCVS. The Society will also consider applications from
overseas veterinarians and those with an appropriate interest / degree as set
out in the Constitution of the Society (available on request from Treasurer).
I wish to become a member of the Fish Veterinary society, subject to the
conditions governing the same as set out in the Constitution of the Society.
I agree to pay my annual subscription in advance on 1st January each year,
and if at any time I wish to resign from membership, undertake to send my
resignation to the Honorary Treasurer by 1st December.
Name

:

Address

:

Telephone

:

e-mail

:

University

:

Degrees

:

Fax:

Date of graduation :
Fees

: £50 per annum (January to December)
(There is no charge to veterinary undergraduates)

*The sum of £50 is enclosed for full enrolment into the Fish Veterinary
Society and membership for the current year. Future payments will be made
by Standing Order each year in January (mandates available from Honorary
Treasurer)
*I am a veterinary undergraduate and wish to become an associate member
of the Fish Veterinary Society and I am due to graduate in_________(year)
*delete as appropriate
Signature
: • Number 11 • 2009
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MEMBERSHIP DATABASE
To help the Society provide a better service to its members we would be
grateful if you could complete the following questionnaire by indicating
your area of special interest.
Species of interest:
Salmon
Flatfish
Ornamental

❒
❒
❒

Areas of interest:
Pathology
❒
Bacteriology
❒
Mycology
❒
Diagnostics
❒
Immunology
❒
Management
❒
Pollution
❒
Surgery
❒
Water Quality
❒
Other (please specify)…

Trout
❒
Shellfish
❒
Other (please specify)…
Histopathology
Parasitology
Virology
Genetics
Legislation
Nutrition
Reproduction
Therapeutics
Welfare

Other Membership:
British Veterinary Association		
British Small Animal Veterinary Association
European Association of Fish Pathologists
British Trout Association		
Scottish Salmon Growers Association		
Institute of Fisheries Management		

❒
❒
❒
❒
❒
❒
❒
❒
❒

❒
❒
❒
❒
❒
❒

Return to: Marion McLoughlin MRCVS
35 Cherryvalley Park
Belfast BT5 6PN
telephone/fax 02890 793566
email marian@aquatic-veterinary.co.uk
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